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9		 Going for green

	Public sector entities green their IT, utilizing
trends such as virtualization, thin clients and
cloud computing.
by Anthony Wright

12 	Light up your savings

	Advances in lighting technology offer you the
opportunity to save 30-40 percent.
by Susan Bloom
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15		 Buying wood and paper

				A sound procurement policy for buying wood
and paper sends a message to the global
marketplace for forestry products that helps
level the playing field for Canada. Here are
some suggestions for building such a policy.
by Avrim Lazar

17 	 Driving sustainable transit

	The Toronto Transit Commission has introduced “green” procurement
considerations to its purchasing decisions and implemented its new
policy. The TTC is actively seeking to share its experience authorities,
with the expectation that sharing knowledge will assist the continued
development of environmental standards.
by Grant Waddell

opinions
6	publisher’s profile
Glenn Ackerley

Featuring Glenn Ackerley, a lawyer well versed in procurement and the
newly appointed chairman of the Toronto Construction Association.

7	sustainable procurement

Share your expertise with
your colleagues.
Nominate your team or
someone that you know.
Summit magazin
in collaboration with the
Canadian Public Procurement Council
presents two awards for your consideration
LEADERSHIP IN
PUBLIC PROCUREMENT AWARD
LEADERSHIP IN
GREEN PROCUREMENT AWARD

Make it an “agreenment”

Larry Berglund discusses how supply management can be the conduit
for many organizations to contribute ideas and influence products and
services that are designed with the environment in mind.

20

legal notes

Basics

Pierre Beaulé takes you back to basics covering the general legal
principles that govern tender calls and contract awards.

Nomination forms
are available now at
www.summitconnects.com

